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A Basis for Monomial Algebras 
Let K be the ring of integers of an algebraic number field h- and ict G 
bc a iinite group. Let A(RG) be th e representation algebra formed from 
K-linear combinations of KG-isomorphism classes (JI] of KG-modules :I/ 
which arc tinitcly generated and R-torsion free. Permutational representations 
and monomial representations of G with coefficients in K both natwall) 
gi\-c I-is? to RG-modules. ‘1%~ correspondin,g isomorphistn clasws span 
subalgehras of Ir(RG) which arc K-semisimple. Bases of these suhalgchras 
arc obtained when K posscsscs a primitive wth root of unity, where 
111 G :, Actually, the analysis is done in lxoader terms of a I~cdckintl 
domain 0 for which the Jordan~Zassenhaus theorem holds. The basic 
techrliquc is that of using idempotents which naturally give a basis in semi- 
simple commutative rings and the question hccon~es that of seeing \~.hctlw 
the\- are zero or not. 
Let 0 be a Dedekind domain and let G hc a finite group. Throughout this 
paper, \VC will only consider modules in the category ,&(OG) of finitely 
gcncrated, O-torsion free, left OG-modules. If ill and X arc OG-modules, 
we form the OG-module :lI 0 Ai, which is AI @jO :V as an O-module with 
G-action given by g(m @) 7~) gwz @gn (VZ E AZ, n c A’, g t G). If ti -’ G 
and 11,1 is an OG-module, AI,, will he the OII-module obtained by restriction 
to tf. If II and H’ .: G, 31 is an OH-module and AI’ an ON’-module, then 
dl,,,,~ 2 : Jf;lnH’ is a well-defined O(H n H’)-module and will he simpl! 
written .\I /3 J\~. An OG-module is linear, if it is isomorphic to 00, as an 
O-modulr. In particular, I G will be the trivial (linear) OG-madulc. Ifg t G 
and II G, WC‘ write “II : gl[yml; for 32 an OII-module, write q7lf for the 
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O(!‘H)-module g @ Ail. If ;I1 IS an OH-module, then JZ” will denote the 
induced OG-module OG $&, Jrl. 
If .IZ is an OH-module, .II’ is an OK-module andg E G, then we haw the 
foilowing: 
(“;Jf)” a N”, (1.1) 
(‘If”),, a @ ((.“~l‘~),r,n.rH)f”, (I 2) 
and 
(Jz’)‘; I-‘ 31” =z L$ (M’ cy, ~J’JZ)“, (1.3) 
the last sun-x being over all double cosets H’.vll in G. If :‘v’ is an OG-module, 
then xc have 
:v $G! ,lZC & (S, (gj :lf)“. ( 1.4) 
Let ] be a Dcdekind domain which is a subring of the complex numbers C. 
I;orm the free J-module F on the different OG-isomorphism classes {AT) of 
OG-modules dF. Then [AI) . CAtr’] =:~ {M $? Al’) makes F a j-algebra 
with identity : 1 f;j. Let I be the ~-s~~~~rnodlile spanned by the elements 
{:lI -1:‘ 21’1 .--- [.?$j - jltl’] and, as @I distributes over 2-1, I is an ideal of P. 
\5:e definc~ the representation dqebru A -= .il(OG) to be F,‘f. \I’e continue to 
denote by [-l1: the image of the isomorphism class of ill in AA. 
\T’c distinguish two suba&xas of d. Let c.’ = C(OG) be spanned hy the 
{(tcr)“i for !f := G; and let D = D(OG) be spanned by the {AI”) for .II a 
linear Of!-mod&e and II .:I G. These are suhalgebras by (1.3) and 
c ii A. 
\\-rite II’ ..(; H if thcro exists a 6 in G such that ‘IN’ : Ii; similarly, for 
==(, and :(; . \Ve choose once and for all a complctc set 1.. of noncon~~tqquc 
subgroups of G. 
It-c &fine certain ideals of C, I) and ;2. Let 7’be a family of subgroups of G. 
Let ~~‘(~~))((~=~)) denote the J-subspacc spanned by those {(lH)G) (those 
{,lF’j with ;I2 a linear OH-module) ((those {ill”] with :\I an OH-module)) 
for which If CT EZ’ and H’ E T; .C, .Ll and rA are ideals of C, D and A, 
respectively, hy (1.3) and (I .4), and depend only on the conjugacy classes of 
groups in 7’ by ( f .I). Then & SG D 
proper subgrAps of & write 
T -:< ,-A. If H .I G and if T is the set of 
.C = IF&, and &” ~-1 ,f, and similarly for 
I) and .f. 
If II 1 G, write vH -= (X(,(H) : H). If I ‘II,, E J, then (I~v,~){(~~)~~ is an 
identity of ,,,-1 module ,{--I’. 
(I .8) If fi 3 G, any O(GjH)- module 116 can be considered as an OG- 
module and this induces an algebra homomor~h~snl ~~(~(G~~~)) --f =J(OG), 
which respects the ideals and subalgebras defined above. 
If II : G, the restriction functor rGH : .&(OG) - .&!(ON), ,llw 6~2-, , 
induces an algebra homomorphism Y~,[ : A(OG) -+ =2(OH). The induction 
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functor iHG : Ai! + .&(OG), MI+ ;l,IG‘ gives a J-module homomorphism 
r,,, : A(OH) + A(OG). 
If 0 m-> 0’ is a ring homomorphism and -II is an OG-module, then 
0’ iso -11 is an O’G-module and this induces an algebra homomorphism 
,d(OG) -+ --1(O’G), which again respects the above subalgebras and ideals:. 
2. ~kCOIbIPOSITIONS ~‘ORIING FROM THE ~UKNSIIE hGELW.1 
Consider the symbols (H, for H ,” G and identify ,‘H _ ~“/I‘ for all 
g E G ((H,, \ is to be compared with the transitive permutational representation 
of G with the stabiliser of a symbol being G II; it thus has a close relationship 
to ((lH)Gj). Let R B(G) be the Q-I-ector space on the symbols II In 
analogy with (I .3), we define a multiplication: 
,‘H’, . :II; = 1 jii’n “‘H;. (2.2) 
H’SH 
This makes B an associative commutative algebra with identity G (‘i’he 
product is to be compared also with the Cartesian product of two 
permutational representations.) 
Again, if T is a set of subgroups of (;, we define the ideal 7.1i to he the 
Q-subspace spanned by (ff’) with ti’ ‘ (; ll and II in T; if H G and 7’ is 
the set of proper subgroups of H, write ,,B rrllB and HR’ 7.K. .4lso 
(I I;~~)(tl’ is an identity clement of ,,B modulo ,,B’. 
~‘KOl’OSlTIO~ 2.3. I;Ol’ eUCh If F 1,) TCC hUW 
where ,B” ~~ Bu, = QuH The uH (H E L.) are orthqqonal idempotmts md 
uH (1 ,:+,)(H;; vnodulo HB’. .-llso f3 ~~ I;‘lltl’ ,rB”. 
Proof. Suppose by induction on : N that, for each II’ with ! Il’ ti ‘) 
we have orthogonal idempotents ZIP,’ (= zquM’) , s t G) defined and that 
,,,B ~~~ &,JISr;H, QuHS8 , and uII’ :m (I I’v~,)c’IZ’) moduio ,,R’. Then 
is generated by uH’ == XII, .tiH uII, U’rite uII = (I/v,,)(H; (< G -- uH’), 
and then 11, is an idempotcnt, orthogonal to each u,’ with II’ ‘.I,; N, and 
HB ~ &,- GH Quw, :-: ,,B” e ,B’, where ,,B” = Qutl . ,41s0 if i II, ’ j III, 
hut H, :& H, then u,, . ulf F NB’t by (2.2), and so IJ~ . zr, = 0. Hence the 
induction proceeds. The mduction starts with / H i == i and ends with 
I-i - G, when B -_- .B m= GixEt,, B”, as required. Q.E.D. 
Solomon [7] named and determined the semisimplicity of the Burnside 
algebra B. Dress [3] has studied B when integral instead of rational combi- 
nations of the I;FP) are taken. (Dress has similarly studied monomial algebras.} 
(2.4) If Q ..<; 1, th ere is a natural homo~~(~r~h~srn B(G) -+ A(OG), 
<N; ---+ I( III)“) with image C’(OG). We continue to write gR for the image of 
ztrr in C” or .?. Some uH become zero in A, hut C will bc scmisimplc: and 
,zi’ <c: JU,f , summed over the nonzero uH . Then ,C’ m= ~~~~~~. -:r;H Jr+, = 
c -I’ f”>? rr ’ I? C’, where &Y ---z ]airr =r &~,C’. 
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and so induces ,A”(OfJ) - r ,rz4”(OG), given by {:11Q] - ((.lIQ)“; ( .W) 
(:11 E A(O11)) module the respective ideals !,-4’. Thcsc are clcarlv 
mutually inverse J-algebra isomorphisms and so ,,D”(OG) % ,1/1”(0~) and 
,,rl”(OG) =z liL4”(oQ). 
(b) rvII sends IIA4(Op) --f ,i1(011), ,1--1’(0,0) --> ,.4’(011) and do 
induces multiplicative homomorphisms 
HL4n(OQ) - Hd”(OH) and gyOQ) - f,D”(OH), 
given by (AZQ) tf C [illi], modulo the ideals HA4’, where 31 is an OfI-module 
and ;II, are the “If conjugates of :lI in 0. On the other hand, the induction map 
iIIo sends ,,B(OH) .f(OH) -f ,,‘-!(OQ), ,,dT(OH) --f HA’(OQ) and so 
induces J-module homomorphisms 
,I.4”(OlI) -F ,,A”(OQ) an d ,D”(OH) -f flDfl(OQ) 
given by (:‘l1: ,+ (XQJ (AI an Of{-module). ITor each coI?jugatc A1/, of .l/, 
we 11avc ((Mi)Qj { .lZQj , and so the composite rQjl c) ill0 is equiwlent to 
multiplication by li,[ on ,~A4n(O~). Put 
I lHQ _-: (I jv,,) i!ru , (2.7) 
and then rQ*, 0 ii, is the identity map on I1=l”(OO). Hence I’Q” is a j-algebra 
monomorphism. 
(c) If z11 is an OH-module, then 
as 0 n TIi r‘l II -: N, for s $0. But then 
~.w~)(r,Q ” Zl,,) 1 r(]{[ j(122Q),: modulo ,,d4’(011) 
an d so the result folknvs. Q.LD. 
COROLLARY 2.8. If II is central in Q and X is an OII-module, 
then the d$feerent conjqates -l/Ii of ,II in Q are isomorphic to .I1 and so 
,,A”(OQ) Q ,{-g”(OH) and “D”(Ol)) % ,,D”(OH). 
Let 0 be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K and such that 
(0) .< / G 1 0 c 0. Let P, ,..., P,. be the prime ideals of 0 which contain 
!G 0. Form the local rings 0, imbedded in K and write 0’ -2 n O,, . 
Lot 0;. be the P,-adic completio;r of O,? . The succession of ring homo- 
morphisms 0 --f 0’ --t 0,4 induces j-algebra homomorphisms 
=I(OG) 2 il(O’G) Z+ n .-f(O;LG), 
(3.2) Two OG-modules 4I, .I\’ arc said to be in the S~VZP genus, written 
.I1 v LIZ’, if 0’ i@. 111 % 0 @o ill’. I& ,L is spanned by the differences 
{z1f) -- {iIf’), where 111 v 111’. 0 is said to he J ~ Z or to sutisjy the Jordun- 
&ssenlraus condition if each genus contains only a finite number of non- 
isomorphic OG-modules. If 0 is / --- %, Theorem 6.1 1 of Swan [8] says that 
.1f v JI’ ill’ there exists a positive intcgcr s such that 
I’ROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose (0) i / G , . (1 < 0 md 0 is J - z. If 
Q : J, then p is an ~~~~~~o~p~l~sn~. 
Pwoj, As in (3.2), ker ;L is spanned by clcments {J31 - {:\r’j, \fith 
J:II v 42’. Thus there exists a positive integer s such that s({M~ - (!ll’~) 0. 
Hence ker p is a torsion group and as Q z J, so ker p (0). Y.E.D. 
Reiner [6] has discussed p and 7 in detail and has shov,n that ker IA is 
actuallv finite. 
C"OR~I.I,AKY 3.4. H’ith the hypotheses of (3.3), the composites 
P~ooj. The ideaIs HDn = Du, are generated by the images of the same 
idcmpotent uII of the Burnside algebra B(G). C2.E.D. 
I,ct I, be a finite algebraic extension of K and let R be the integral closure 
of 0 in L; so R is a Dedekind domain. Let si be prime ideals of R such that 
(I1 n 0 = P, . Then Rz, is a finitely generated free 0; -module, and we 
have “Deuring’s theorem” which implies that A(O: G) ---f fg(R2.G) is 1 - l. 
Suppose nox that (0) < / G / . 0 < 0, 0 is J -*Z and Q .<‘I. Then the 
composite d(OG) - Hi -4(Oi‘G) -+ ni 9(RGzG) is 1 - 1. But this also 
factorizes through $RG), and so A(OG) - I is 1 - 1. 
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PROPOSITIOY 3.7. Suppose (0) < ~ G 0 < 0, 0 is J % and Q < J. 
Let I, be a finite separable algebraic extension of h? and let R be the integral closure 
of 0 in L; then R i,s a Dedekind domain which is J - %. Let Oi be prime ideals qf 
R such that pi n 0 P, . Then the homomorphisms ,,.-1”(O,” G) - f ttldR(Rz G) 
and nD“(O> G) --f ,D”(RG G) are I ~~ I. In particular, ur, is nonzero in -l(CjG) 
$f there exists an i such that u,r is nonzero in .-I(C); G), $f therr exists an i such 
* that un is nonzero in A4(R0,(I). 
Proqf. As L is a finite separable extension of K, Ii is a finitely generated 
O-module. Thus by Lemma 3.7 of Swan [S], as 0 is J - Z, so is R. 
The rest follows from the fact that the ideals HU’ and H,J” are generated 
by images of the same idempotent IA” of the Burnside algebt-a B(G) and the 
fact that .3(O$,G) -+ .4(Rh,G) is I --- I. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.8. In particular, the conclusion of (3.7) holds zchen L is the 
e.ytension of K by a primitive m-th or e-th root of unity, where m ~~ ~ G ~ and 
e exponent qf G, as (0) < ~ G . 0, and so I, is separable over h’. 
(3.9) If we extend J from being an algebraic number field Ki to a finite 
extension K2 , we get imbeddings of the correspondings &4’s, This will enable 
us to assume that J has necessary roots of unity. 
It should also be noted that the action of changing the coefficient ring 0 
commutes with the restriction and induction functors of the previous section. 
Hence uH is nonzero in .4(OG) iff th ere exists an i such that u,{ is nonzero in 
A(O,“,H), etc. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Suppose (0) < G 0 ‘; 0, 0 is J ~- Is= and 
Q 1:; J. If G, G/G’, where G’ --- [G, G], then 
$“(OG,) 2 JY’(OG). 
Proof. From (1.8), we have algebra homomorphisms ,4(O>,G,) 4 A(O$zG). 
Each of these is 1 - 1, as the free basis of indecomposable classes for the 
former becomes part of the free basis of the latter. Thus the composite 
A(OG,) --f Hi A(O,*iG,) - Hi A(O:tG) is 1 - 1. But this factorizes 
through A(OG), and so A(OG,) --f JOG) is 1 ~ 1. Thus the composite 
o,D”(OG,) - A(OG,) -F A(OG) is 1 - 1. But this factorizes through 
oD”(OG) and so o,D”(OG1) + oD”(OG) is 1 - 1. Now &“(OG) is spanned 
by the linear OG-module classes, modulo oD’(OG) and each of these can be 
regarded as an OG,-module. Hence (;,ZY’(OG,) --f oD”(OG) is onto and so is 
an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
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4. THE IDEMP~TENTS uH IN THE Loc.4~ C.4sE 
Suppose that 0 is a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field 0 
of characteristic p (\Ve include the case when 0 is a field.). If p + 0, write 
W(p) {H t L: ~ 11 is a cyclic extension of a p-subgroup of Gj. If p :- 0, 
a p-subgroup of G will be the trivial subgroup (1). \Vrite W(0) m-m {HE C II 
is cyclic]. The main result of the section is: 
THEOREM 4.2. If NE 1.., then uw .L 0 in .il(OG) iff H t W(p). Ilence 
.-I 3 F/O,)- 
The KrulllSchmidt theorem holds in A(OG) and =1(OG) has a J-basis of 
indccomposable OG-module classes. Green’s theory [4] of vertices and sources 
is applicable; if p = 0, all vertices coincide with the trivial subgroup (1) 
of G. In order to look at the idempotents z+, of C, we consider them in a larger 
subalgebra E defined in terms of sources as follows: 
(4.3) If I2 r-1 G and JI is the trivial OZI-module, and if I- is a p-subgroup 
of G, then from (1.2) we have that (AIZ”)V consists of trivial 0 V-modules, 
module modules of vertex < (; C-. Hence sources of components of M” must 
be trivial. 
\Yrite E --= E(OG) for the J-subspace of zJ spanned by indecomposable 
classes {;lZj, where M has trivial source. From (4.3). we have C 11 E. From 
(1.3) and (4.3) I< is a subalgebra. ‘C\:e will show E ..’ I) in (4.20). Thus 
u,,tc:‘E-~n:- .J. (4.5) 
The rest of this section is devoted to analysing E completely by defining 
functions which separate the elements of E and so determine when the uH 
arc zero. \Ve define these functions inductively on sets of ideals of E. 
If T is a set of subgroups of G, write &(Al.) for the J-subspace of E (of A) 
spanned by indecomposable classes with vertex ..‘G If and HE T. Then 
E,(d,) is an ideal of E (of A). In particular, if I _ is a p-subgroup of G, 
let T be the set of proper subgroups of G and write E,. = E~,)(A, =: --livl) 
and E,.’ 1-m &(A,’ = &gT); then EL,’ .:.. ~?,(~3,,’ :s:. =Ir.). Propositions (4.8) 
and (4.9) will reduce a study of E,,jE,,’ to that of B(i) . 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let LT be a p-.subgvoup of G and /et Lv ivC;(lf’). Then 
Ev(OG)/E,,‘(OG) 2 El,(Ol\-),iEc.‘(OiY-). 
Z’voqf. By considering the free basis elements of E, and -JV’, WC have that 
E,. r-l --I,.’ : EL,‘. Hence EJR,, is naturally imbedded in A,/Ar,‘. 
Hy Green’s transfer theorem [5] we have 
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the inverse isomorphisms are inducrd by the restriction functor I-(,,\ in one 
direction and the induction functor i,v,, in tile other. AIoreo\-er, indccom- 
posable modules with the same sow-cc and \-crtex I ’ correspond and so, in 
particular, Z{,.(oG):‘K,.‘(oG) 2 R,(O.\‘) H, ‘(O:V). Q.E:.L>. 
Proof. E!‘,(0G):1~,‘(0G) I . ids a basis conling from the indecomposable 
components of (I ,.)(‘. Uut each such component is l--trivial and so can be 
considered to be an O(G,‘I’)-moc~ule, lvith vertex (I) (C?,' I-). Hcllcc 
f&(OG)iI$‘(OG) =L Z:‘c,,(fl(G’ 1.)). Q.l:.D. 
Proojl EClj Ad(1) is the idcal of IS spanned by the projective OG-module 
classes (or OG-module classes). The ring homomorphism 0 --f 0 gives a 
homomorphism ~-I(OGj r A(OG). ‘I’his gi\:cs a 1 ~~ I correspondence 
on the projectiw module classes (R.g., see (77.2) of [2]) and so 
% 
I:‘,,,(OG) ~- > Z:‘(,,(OG). c2.m. 
\Ve can now use nraucr characters [I] to separate the elements of I:‘(,,(OG). 
Suppose I G i p6’m with (VI, p) I ( G ni, ifp 0). IIy the previous 
section, by cstcnsion, if necessar! , \\‘i’ can suppose that both 0 and 0 
contain primitive WI-th roots of unity and that / is a field in C which also 
contains such a primitive wth root of unity. Let o bc an isomorphism from 
the group of f>!-th root< \: of unity in 0 to that in J. L’se c~ to define Brauer 
character values for each OG-kodulc :‘lZ on each p’-element v (if p 0, 
w-e take every element of G.); write x(:1/, ,x) for the value on II at s. Let 
1’ #p’-conjugacy classes of G # nonisomorphic OG-irreducibles 
# nonisomorphic indecomposablc OG-projcctiw modules. Each of the 
7 p’-conjugacy classes then gives a J-algebra homomorphism A-3(OG) * J. 
Proof: The I’ :< r matrix of values on the irrcducibles is nonsingular. The 
Cartan matrix whose coefficients give the multiplicity of each OG-irreducible 
as a composition factor of each OG-projective indecomposable, is also 
nonsingular. The product of these matrices gives the values of the projective 
il-tctecomposal,Ics and is nonsingular. Thus they separate the elements of 
Rc,l(OG) as this last has the projective indecomposahle classes as a hasis. 
(7.1 
PJW$ -1s I( is a p‘-group, ( I,f)Ci is OG-projective. ‘i’o calculate the v&e 
at .v; \\‘r need only consider ((I,,)“),, * $il~yll ( fH,n,,l,)f” (by (I.?!). If 
1-J’ ‘. Ii/[ II , l t . II n ,,I, ) I*’ is induced up frotn a proper subgroup of ZI’ and as .x 
generates !i’ the contribution of this term to the value at s is 0. Other\yisc 
If’ “fl and ftH’n,,H)‘f’ 22 I,* and so the co~~trib~ltion is 1. The result now 
foItol\-s. QED. 
Sotc that thth value x(( I,[)‘;, x) depends only on the conjugacy clasxs (If the 
p’-cyclic groups, N and If’ ..‘s’. Put u~,~~’ ?;((lII)G, x). Put 
and 
Z(p) ---- [FI E L’ ’ II is p’-cyclic}, if p + 0, 
T(C)) = (IIE C: / if is cyclic)(== JV(O)), if p = 0. 
PKorosrTio~ 4.15. The matrls (nM.li~) (FI, II’ E Z(p)) is ?~~n~~~z~~u~~r. 
i’w($. 0rtlcr the eiements of Z(p) in increasing order. Then the mxtriu 
of values (cT~~,,~,) h as nonzero entries on the diagonal and zeros on one side of 
the diagonal. Hence it is nonsingular. Q.E.D. 
Pw~?f. This follows as the x(-, x) separate the elements of &(riG) and 
so the clemcnts of ~~~~(~~) I under the isomorphis~n (4.10). QED. 
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C'OROLLARY 4.17. IE z(,,c(()G‘) and the {( IH)(;J (Ii E Z(p)) are J-linearly 
independent in E(OG) and A(OG). 
PROPOSITION 4.18. /:‘(,,(OG) . r(,,,l)(OG). 
Proof. Suppose .IZ is an OG-projective module and so [.Wj E 1:‘~~) . ‘l’hus 
Now -II,, is isomorphic to a direct sunimand of 
whcrc r‘ (G : Ff) (by (1.2)). As If is p’- >-..I LJ c ic, the indecom~~osat~le com- 
poncnts of (1 (rr)I’ arc linear. Hence the indecomposable classes of (.lZ,,)” lie 
in ,!I). Thus (>IZ] t L(Bjf) or I<(,, _ /(JI. Q.S.1,. 
If I/ G, write Sp(ZZ) for a “Sylov- P-subgroup of II” ( (I ), if p =m 0). 
Supposc CT is a p-subgroup of G and write S, = fZZ ‘e W(p) i Sp(ZZ) ‘I<; I ‘I, 
-l-i,,’ (~ZE lU(p) 1 Sp(H) i(; I-), and Sl, mm (H t n,‘(p) / Sp(ZZ) (, r;:. 
(4.19) It should be noted that if ~21 is an OZZ-module and I‘ is an lip(H), 
then all indecomposable components of 12’: have their vertes ‘(, i ‘. 
(a) I:‘,. E’; (+; E,.‘, I;;, * I$,.:R,.‘, I:‘,.’ / ‘,.’ (J,, I:‘;,, 
jb) R ‘(_‘ “I y. E 1, 
(c) (i) :L:Ht,yj J” EL i- ,,,, \; ,,I)“, 
(ii) ,y, c’ -5 E,. .I,, 1) -4,. . 
(iii) C I?’ I) A. 
(d) The idmppotent Czywerator I,. o/ Ej is equal to CHcx; uli . 
(c) [I,: = zYEy. I,. ~~~ CHErl.(,,r u,, and uH I- 0 #IIF If’(p) 
Proof. \‘i’orking back through the reductions contained in (4.8) and (4.9), 
WC obtain from (4.16) that EL, has an clement Z m= CHEX;;, bH{( IH)(;; (b,, t Q) 
which is an identity moclulo E‘,’ and which lies in x VC. .41so from (4.17) the 
elements I( I,,)‘;) (II F- SC) are J-linearly independent in A(OG), cvcn 
mod& A, ‘. I:urther, if M is an indccomposable OG-module vvith SOIII-cc I r’ , 
from (4.18) {-lZ] F ,Iz IIi,y; ,D” module E,.‘. 
From (4.19) we have that xI C E,. and ,rVZI -II,. immediatel! 
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\Ye now proceed by induction on ; c’ j. The induction starts for 1 J’ j -_ I, 
by (4.16) (4.17) and (4.18). For each J” in Y’” with / J” / < i I’ 1, we suppose 
that wc have orthogonal idcmpotcnts I,,, , such that E,, --: @r,~+~,, I!?‘;,, 
E” v’ :~-z ji I,,# ) f,, E .r,,,C, the elements {( lH)(;)(H E LYvf , all / c” j < 1 Jy 1) 
are J-iinearl? independent in =i(OG) and that B,, < X,..B. Then E,,’ is 
generated by I,.’ = xv,c.r, I,, in E and fr,’ EL ,yv.C. 
\Yrite I,. =-= I . ((IL-.) - I,,‘) and then I, is an idempotent orthogonal to 
each I,., with J;’ <(; J’ and E, = EC (2 E,’ = ~~jv,.~-r,;r~ E’;. , where 
E; I:’ . I,! & E,:‘E,.‘. 
Also if ITI ‘iZc E’, then from (1.3) (I v)G @ (1 r,,jc consists of the sum of 
modules of the form (Ivy)~, where J/, <c V. Hence E, - E,1 < E,‘. Hence if 
I,.1 has been defined also, we have that I, . IFI .L 0, as I, . 15,’ = (0). 
J3y ccmstruction I,, f X,.C. The {( I,)“)(11 E SF) have linearly independent 
images in E:,,‘~E,*’ and so in EL . Hence the (( lfl)“)(ll E St,,, , ~ I;” / := 1 I,’ ,) 
are J-linearly independent in A(OG). 
J+?nalJ>-, 1, has vertex I’, , a Sp(G). Hence E : E, and E ~= eyE7- EF 
and {I,,: c ,y ,.,, C. Hence C --= X,,C = ‘$treW(uf &“’ andO {If;) == CHErr+t z(~ . 
(Xote that S,” =- W(p).) AI. 50 uH --- 0 if U $ W(p). As C e juH , 
summed over the nonzero zlN, so dim, C ,< W(p). On the other hand. our 
induction showed that all (( I,)Gj(H E W(p)) are J-linearly independent and 
dim, C‘ --- Jt’(p)l. Thus uu /‘- 0 iff HE JJ’(p) and {lG> --= zvviI9 I,, = 
C*tcrm %I . 
5. REDUCTION TO THE PRODUCT OF A CYCLIC GROUP 
WITH AN ARELIAN ~-GROUP 
Let II’ := [I$ E ti / His a cyclic extension of a~-subgroup for some prime p], 
.=:- U, W(p) (p prime). 
PHOPOBITION 5.1. Suppose 0 is a Dedekind domain which is J - Z and 
such that (0) < j G j . 0 < 0. Suppose also that Q ;< J. If HE U, then 
uH =L 0 ill .1(OG) ifl H E W. 
Bv$. Let P3 ,..., P, be the prime ideals of 0 which contain / G j . 0. 
From (3.7), uH # 0 in A(OG) iff there exists an i such that uH f 0 in 
A(Op,G). The result now follows from (4.2). Q.E.D. 
C'OROLLARY 5.5. Let 0 be cmy IIedeekind domain ami suppose Q .I. 
Then if kl t I ’ and $ uH J’ 0 in .l(OG), then II E II,‘. 
ProoJ There is a natural ring homomorphism Z + 0 which indwcs a 
homomorphism z3(ZG) F .-1(OG). ‘The homomorphism B(G) mm- (‘(C)G) 
factorizes through C(ZG) and so if u,[ 1 0 in .J(OG), then u,; 0 in 
A(ZG) and so by (5.4) \vc have that ff i Itl C~.lXl. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let G be u group which is a cyclic extension qf a p-subgroup 
and a cyclic extension of a y-subgroup for distinct primes p and q. Then G is 
cyclic. 
Psoof. Let I’ Ix! a Sp(G) and y a Sq(G). ‘I’hen I’ and 0 ., G. ;\lso G,‘I’ 
and Gj(, arc cyclic and so ever>- S(G) is cyclic. As P n fJ (I), \vc 113T.c‘ an 
imbedding of G in (G/P) :< (G/C)). Th us G is abelian and so cvclic. QI:.n. 
COROLLARY 5.7. Thus ;f I1 is a noncyclic subgroup in II, there is a uttique 
prime p for which H is a cyclic extension of a p-subgroup. 
CoI~oIJJ&\. 5.8. Fli’th the situation of (5. I), in the imbeddiq (set (3.4)) 
,,D”(OG) -F JJl ,SDn(Oi G), 7y II is nonryclic in W, then ze need onl~s ronsidev 
those.factors.fov which O,iki has characteristic p, by (4.2) where p is associated to 
/I, as it7 (5.7), the remainiq factors beirzg zero. 
\Ve showed that we could assume that H = G in (2.6) and that G is abelian 
in (3.1 1). From (5.1), we can also assume that G is a cvclic estension of a 
p-subgroup for some prime p. Hcncc we must deal with the case xvhcrc C; is 
the direct product of a cyclic group with an abelian p-group. 
6. JY’(OG) 
Throughout this section WC will presume that 0 and J contain all necessary 
roots of unity (see (3.7)-(3.9)) and Q ’ J. 
To look at JY’ we distil~~uish the subalgebra F = F(OG) of D which is 
spanned by the linear OG-module classes. Then there is a natural 
epimorphism F - JY with kernel F n .D’. ?lTe call F the linear .subaIgebra 
of 1) (or of .-I). 
LEXYIA 6. I. Let p be the characteristic of the Dedek~r~d orna~~~ 0 and 
suppose G is an abelian group of order j G I 7: mpe, with (WI, p) ~~~ I 
(1 G j =-~ WI, f p = 0). Then F(OG) is ~-s~?n~s~m~le and is iso~~or~~~~c to
f' T= J *$ !?. Q J. 
Proof. Let N be the maximal subgroup of G of $-order (or H -:- G, 
if p -=m 0). Any linear character of G will be completely determined by its 
restriction to H and so we may assume that G I- H has @‘-order M. Then the 
different linear representations of G form a group isomorphic to G (under 
tensor product multiplication) and so F is isomorphic to the group algebra JG. 
This is semisimple and isomorphic to (J)‘, as required. Q.E.D. 
Indeed in (6.1) it should be noted that each p’-element x of the abelian 
group G gives a J-algebra homomorphism F(OG) -+ J, given by taking the 
Brauer character value of each linear OG-module at x. These homomorphisms 
separate the elements of F and define the idempotent basis w,, 2 ~4.~) of F. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Szlppose G has order mpO with (m, p) = 1. Suppose 0 is 
a Dedekind du?~a~?z o~eharacteristic p (if@ == 0, take m = / G 1). Theft D(OG) 
is j-semisimple, isomorphic to (I)‘, for some posiPive integer Y. 
Proof. ~ornomorphic images and J-subalgebras of (J)“ have the same 
form. From Section 2, n(OG) = @ ,D”(OG) and 1ID”(OG) is imbedded in 
~~~(0~). Thus it is sufficient to show that ,#D”{OH) w (ff’. But ~D~(O~~) 
is a quotient ofF(OH) and this in turn is isomorphic toF(O(H/H’)). The result 
now follows from (6.1). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.4. Suppose G is an abelian group and is the direct 
product qf subgroups II and K. Then fhere exists art isomor~his~~ 
G : F(ON) @ F(OK) +F(OG) and, if h and k are p’-elements of H and K 
corre.~~o~din~ to ~dempot~ts w$!f) and wQ), res~ect~vel~~ then 
(If) 
4w,. @ (!$‘) ;T: &‘. 
Proofb If M is a linear OH-module and N a linear OK-module, then the 
outer tensor product M# N gives a linear OG-module; every linear OG- 
module arises in this way and uniquely determines its components il$ and A&l 




Lmma 6.5. If 0 is a complete discrete valuation ring with 0 of characteristic 
y (possibly q ~= 0) and if G is abelian and is the direct product of a q’-group II 
with a q-group K (K m- (I), tf q = 0), tl ten (5 induces an isomorphism 
,D’(OH) @F(OK) w F(OG) n c,/Y(OG). 
Proof. As His a q’-group, we have .4(OIf) -= n(OH) F(OH). Clearly, 
the 0 of (6.4) maps the left side monomorphically into the right side and it 
suffices to show that u is onto. 
To each q-suhgroup I’ of =1(OG), thcrc is a J-suhspace of A(OG) spanned 
by the indecomposable classes of vertex IL ‘L’hcsc subspaces are J-linearly, 
independent and span i3(OG). Each linear OG-module has v-ertex K and so 
F(OG) lies in the suhspace associated to I(. 
Let I, he a linear OH’-module for H’ G. If H’ does not contain K, the 
indecomposable components of Lc have vertices i K. A typical clement of 
D(OG) has the form C aLfL’;J(a, c J) and if this element iF(OG), then we 
can assume that each 1, is a linear OH’-module with H’ i‘- K. 1Vritc 
II’ H”h7, with H” :’ II. Then Lo k (LF,,,)H #L, . For this clement to 
further lie in F(OG) n cyD’(OG), vvc can demand that II’ < G, or equiv- 
alently, that H” < i1. Thus [(LH,,)I’j t ,,U(OH). Thus ((L,-)” QI Lpj maps 
by 0 onto the typical spanning element CL”) of F(OG) n ,;U(OG) and so 0 
is onto, as required. (J.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let 0 be a complete discrete valuation ring with 0 of 
characteristic q. Iet the abelian group G be the direct product IIh-, 
where II is a q’-group and K is a q-group. Then o induces the iso- 
morphism r{D”( OII) @ F(OK) w oD”(OG). (The case q == 0 is included, as 
in (6.5).) 
Proof. LVc know that (T induces isomorphisms:F(OH) @F(OR) Q F(OG) 
and ,lIY(O1l) @F(OK) % &Y(OG) n F(OG). But 
F(OG)/(F(OG) n ,,D’(OG)) = JY’(OG) 
and F(OII)/flD’(OII) a HD”(OH), and so the result follows by passing to 
the quotient. Q.15.D. 
PROPOSTTIOK 6.7. Suppose G is a cyclic group of order m, 0 a complete 
discrete valuation ring with 0 of characteristic q and suppose either (nz, q) =~ I 
or q = 0. Then (;D”(OG) has a basis modulo oD’(OG) given by those idem- 
potents wy of F(OG), where (g) = G. 
Proof. Now A(OG) --= E&OG) hy &(OG), as in (4.10), and so we can 
use Ilrauer characters to separate elements of A(OG), as in (4.12). Equiv- 
alently, vvc can assume that 0 is the complex numbers C. Here rl(CG) 2 
D(CG) F(CG). 
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By induction on 1 G 1, we can assume that for H < G we have 
,D”(CH) == 0 Jwf’), where wL~) are idempotents of F(CH) corresponding 
to the elements lz of H, which generate 11. As G is abelian, from (2.8) 
,D”(CH) % ,{D”(CG) and in this correspondence w:~~) goes to w)~‘. Hence 
for 11 < G, vvD”(CG) has a basis wi,“, where h is a generator of Il. As 
WW = OH -.c H D”(CG), the remaining idempotents, w$‘) with g a gtner- 
ator of G, must give a basis of .D”(CG). C.j.1l.D. 
hOPOSITION 6.8. Suppose 0 is a complete discrete valuation rivg with 0 
of characteristic q ;L 0. Suppose G is a direct product of a cyclic q’-group H and 
an abelian q-group K. Then ,D”(OG) h 1 as a b asis vnodulo ,,D’(OG) ,+ven by 
those idempotents ok:’ of F(OG), where g in G is such that Gj<g,’ is a y-group. 
Proof. From (6.6) WC have oD”(OH) @F(OK) z oD”(OG). Now 
.ZY’(OlI) is spanned bv images of idempotents W;!~’ with N (1~;. by (6.7) 
and F(OK) is spanned by all the idempotents wIK) (lz E K). Thus ,,D”(OG) is 
spanned by the images of the wip’ 0 w;,~), i.e. ~1,:’ by (6.4) where WC now 
have that G/c:hk> is a q-group. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.9. Suppose 0 is a J --- % Dedekind domain with 
(0) < j G 1 0 < 0 and G is a q’-cyclic extension of a q-group, but not ryrlic 
itself. Suppose P is a prime ideal of 0 with O/P qf characteristic q ( ,- 0). Then 
0 --, 0, * induces an isovnorphism .D”(OG) - oD”(O,*G) and o D”(OG) has a 
basis module oD’(OG) giaen by those idempotents w,, of F(OG), where R in G,‘G’ 
is such that (G/G’)/{ g) is a q-group. 
Proof. As G is noncyclic, the prime q is well determined by (5.7). In the 
imbedding of .D”(OG) in n ,,D”(O;,G), we need only consider the produands 
for which O/Pi has characteristic q, from (5.8). This-last is in turn imbedded 
in n cc, .L,,W(O~(G/G’), by (3.1 I). But in each of the factors it is precisely 
the same set of idempotents involved, viz ., those g E C/G’ such that 
(G;G’)/( g> is a q-group. Thus this is the set of idempotents involved in 
,,IY’(OG) itself. ,41so we then have oD”(OG) = c;ZY’(O,*G) for each prime 
ideal with OiP of characteristic q. QED. 
!?ROPOSITION 6.10. Suppose G is a cyclic group of order m and 0 is a J -~ % 
Dedekind domain with (0) 0: m 0 < 0. Then oD”(OG) has a basis module 
(;D’(OG) given by those idempotents w,, ?f F(OG), zchere g in G is such that 
G/( g> is a prime power group. 
Proof, Let Pi be the prime ideals which contain m 0. By the imbedding 
JOG) --f n A(O; G), WC need only look at the idempotents w,, of F(Oj G) 
which survive in passing to ,;D”(O,* G). If q is the characteristic of OT, , it &ill 
be sufficient to show that w,, .I. 0 m(JddO ,;fY(fl,tG) iff G, \ R is a q-group. 
But this follows from (6.8). QED. 
\\.e must no\v work back through the various reductions of Sections 2 and 3. 
‘1’Hk:Ottr;ht 7. I. Let G be a finite group of order m, 0 a -1 % /)edekirrcl 
domain z&h (0) < m 0 < 0, and suppose Q -’ J. Suppose that both J and 0 
contairl primitive m-th roots of unity. T;T’e obtain a basis qf I)(OG) as~folloz~,~: 
Take EI T’ U7 and zwite 0 :V,;(H) and vlr (0 : I-I). Then 
(:I) !f H is cyclic, choose one idempotent wj,“’ (h E H) of F(Ofl), where h 
is szcrl7 tllat Nj~‘h> is a prime power group, .from each orbit under the action qf C,, 
on II antl.form the element (w:p’)“. 
(17) If I~f is nonryrlic, then II is a ryclic extension of a q-s&group ,f& a 
unique prime q. C’hoose one idempotent wiiH’ in F(OlI) mm F(O(H/H’)), &eve h 
in II II’ is such that (H/N’): /I) is a y- group, from rach orbit under the action 
of Q on tl:/I' and forni the element (w;B’)“. 
These demmts (wi,“‘)‘.f om a basis of /)(OG). Itldeed, for a jxed Ii in II’, the 
(p,, ~,,,)(a,:,~‘)” gire an Lfenrpotent basis qf ,IY(OG), moclzrlo ,,lY(OG), zchere 
p,, is the number ?f elements in the whit qf h. 
l’roof~. (a) Suppose Ii is cyclic. From (6. IO) ,D”(OII) has a basis of 
idempotcnts w ‘,!“, where 11 in I/ is such that If/<h j is a prime power group. 
This s;c-t of elements 11 is left invariant under the action of 0 1~~ conjugation 
‘CH) and is partitioned into orbits. I’nder the induction map ii0 of (2.7) w,( goes 
to (I V,‘)(W i,“‘)” and we obtain an idcmpotcnt (~,~,‘~~,~)(wi~“)~ of ,D”(OG), 
thcrc being the same contribution from each of the p)! idempotcnts wr,y’, 
where h, is in the same orbit as /I. The same idempotent of ,7D”(OQ) arises 
from idcmpotents of ,D”(OFi) in the same orbit. [ising the induction 
III>I~ i,,, ((2.6)) MC get ill1 idrmpotent basis (~L,~,LJ~)(w(I~~))~ of ,,D”(OG), 
module ,,/Y(OG). 
(1~) If N is noncyclic and in ll-, then b!; (5.7), /I is a q’-cyclic 
extension of a q-subgroup for a well-determined prime q. From (i.9), 
,llY(oII) * ,lIY’(O,*H), where P is a prime ideal of 0 with O/P of charac- 
teristic q, the isomorphism being induced by the ring homomorphism 
0 l O,, <. From (3.1 I), HD”(O,*II) = cH H,~D”(OP*(HjH’)). (Iearly, these 
isomol phisms flobv from the isomorphisms 
F(0I-I) zz F(O,*li) % F(O,*(HjH’)), 
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and so the idempotents can be written as wL’~), where h in H/H’ is such that 
(H/H’):‘(h>) is a q-group. We have an action of Q on H/Ii’ induced by 
conjugation, partitioning the elements of H/I”I’ into orbits, and so also for 
the WI&~‘. As in case (a), if we take one h from each orbit such that (H~~)/~h~ 
is a q-group, then the (~~~~~~){~~~))G g. i ne an idempotent basis of doff, 
rnodulo ,,D’(OG). 
The result now follows as D(OG) = @HEW wD”(OG). QED. 
~ROPOSI’iTOiY 7.2. With the same hypotheses as (7.1), let tl be a fixed 
~s~rn~~pl~is~~~ from the group of m- th roots of unity of 0 to that of J. Take H E W, 
and a tjtpical basis idempoten~ (~~~l~~){~~H))G of HD”fOG) (~zod~lo ADS). 
Let h- .:: G and let ;1f be a linear OK-module and let k 3 M(k) be the character 
afforded by ;I I zia 0. Then the projection of {MC> (E D(OG)) on this basis element 
is given b? Ihe multiple f: 
j -= 1 (iw(x-lh’“lA)), 
surrl99le~~ owr those cosets E-i’rk- of G for which II S< “K and where h’ lies in the 
coset 11 oj H’ in II (h = h’, if H is cyclic). These values, de$ned by linear 
extension on the whole of D(OG), separate the elements of D(OG). (It is assumed 
that the isomorphisms used for setting up of all Rrauer characters involved are 
induced by (1.) 
PWQ$ \;\‘e wifl first project {MC) onto the direct factor am” and then 
use the restriction functor rcu to give a I -.-- 1 imbedding into ,D”(OH) 
(see (2.6)(c)). The multiplef is then the character value (via 0) at the element 
h of N/H’ or 12’ of I-I. 
The idempotent generator uN of ,D”(OG> is equal to (l/r~~~){( lH)G) module 
,D’(OG). Now 
For nonzero contributions modulo ,D’(OG), we need only take those cosets 
H.xK for which H < “K . . 
\Ve now apply rcfI : 
Here again, modulo xD’(OH), we need only take the cosets yH in Q := N,(H). 
Hence the projection z of {MC> into ,D”(OH) is 
where the first sum is over double cosets HxK with H :< SK and the second 
sum is over cosets yH of N in Q. 
414 CONLON 
Suppose si(aK 0 Q) arc the different cosets of “K n Q in Q. Then if 
II < “k’, HsixK are the different double cosets of H and K lying in Qxk’. 
Consider the partial sum oi @1/H (Y’~~ilil)~ . Suppose ysi =-- s,t, with t in 
“K n Q. (Write g” = h-l@.) Now (1~‘)” t 3 and (h’)8j arc conjugate in “‘R and so 
(/~‘)~jtx and (h’)“j” are conjugate in K. Hence M((h’)“~““) = M((/z’)“+). Thus 
(‘m11.f)(J2’) -_ (w&f)(h’) r J[((,$‘)“J”). H ence the value of the partial sum 
at h’ is V~ times the value of cGi (SizM)H at h’. 
Hence the value of z at h’ is xHrK M((Iz’)“), summed over those double 
coscts H.6 with tl -< “K, as required. QED. 
8. THE PER~wJ~‘.~-~I~~YAL CASE 
Any permutational representation naturally gives rise to a representation 
of G by permutation matrices. This naturally gives a ZG-module. If we break 
down each permutational representation as a direct sum of its transitive 
components, we get an element C n,(11) of B(G) (Section 2) corresponding, 
where the +, are uniquely determined nonnegative integers. The corre- 
sponding ZG-module is the image of C n,(H) in C(ZG). If Q :. J, we know 
from (5.3) that the {(lH)G} (HE W) form a basis for C(ZG). 
PROPOSITION 8.1. (a) Suppose we have a ZG-isomorphism 
where M v M’ (same genus). Then mH -2 nH . 
(b) If M is a ZG-module arising from an arbitrary permutational 
representation of G, then there exist nonnegative integers m, (H t WI’), a positive 
integer n, and a partition W =: WI u Wz of W such that we have a ZG- 
isomorphism : 
.lIooreover, dT uniquely determines the rational numbers m,/n. 
Proof. (a) As M v M’, {,14) : (M’) in A(ZG), when Q < J. 4s the 
f(l,)“j(H E W) form a basis, we have immediately that nzH = nH . 
(b) M is an element of C(ZG) an d so has a unique expression in terms 
of the {( I,)G}(N E W) with rational coefficients. By multiplying through by 
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the common denominator and transposing terms, we obtain a relationship of 
the form (8.2), where the two sides are not necessarily ZG-isomorphic, but 
certainly in the same genus. But then, as pointed out in (3.2), there exists 
a multiple which yields a ZG-isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
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